Digital Adoption Extension

myMeta for a quick, easy and
eﬃcient digital solution adoption

The compass to Guide,
Help, Engage and Train
users in Adopting any
new digital solution
When accessing a new software program, employees
and managers often ﬁnd it diﬃcult to perform their tasks.
With myMeta, no more need for user manuals!
Support to your solution usage is now live, on the screen.

A digital guidance embedded
into your web applications
myMeta is an independent software, compatible with the most
popular web applications, in particular SAP SuccessFactors,
Workday, Fieldglass, SAP Concur. myMeta is a tool for
the whole company population, no matter their positions,

Digital Adoption Extension:
myMeta is a real Answer to a real
Challenge
Minimize costs and periods of training and
onboarding.
Optimize learning and performance results
on software.
Empower, engage and motivate
your employees.
Cut down Help Desk requests on how to
and data correction.
Enhance the user experience without
modifying your application.
their locations and working languages.
Users are guided step by step, click by click, in their
navigation in the tool, with embedded guidance, short
and clear guidelines as well as explanatory videos.

The tool that brings your solutions to the next level
Want to make complex screens clearer?
myMeta adapts their look and feel!
Need to highlight the most important information?
myMeta puts the focus on it!
Need to simplify complex or heavy screens?
myMeta hides what is not relevant!
Need to secure the data quality of your system?
myMeta pre-ﬁlls the ﬁelds, makes them
mandatory, and controls their format!

Want to provide complementary documentation
about a key topic?
myMeta makes it reachable in one click!
Need to help your users provide their yearly
objectives?
myMeta guides them!
Your LMS Admins are lost when creating training
sessions?
myMeta shows them the way!

ARAGO Consulting is a global integrator and reseller of SAP® Cloud solutions such as SuccessFactors® Fieldglass®
or Concur®. Since its creation in 2010, ARAGO Consulting has been successful in helping organisations drive
transition to the Cloud and change of their business processes with innovative solutions that generate more ROI.
The myMeta digital adoption platform complements this oﬀering of solutions and services, to make software
adoption easier and enhance the user experience.
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